
Principal’s Report 12-2-2020

Since September Adams School has been refining in-person learning while planning for an 
emergency designation of Red.  Their ceaseless efforts have paid off.  As we made the transition 
to Red on Tuesday there were some bumps, but few.  Today when Joyce’s bus left with lunches 
for nine families (22 children) and additional learning materials, each staff member quietly 
celebrated the flexibility and professionalism of the other.  

There are so many who have made this possible.  Matt Theriault has worked ceaselessly to 
upgrade our technology.  From up-to-date mailing lists, instruction in google classroom, 
upgrading our system, laptops, and the website to making end users feel confident in their 
ability to work more efficiently, Matt has been a key person in our ability to make the transition 
to remote learning.

Our nurses, Jenny and Amy, are diligent in keeping all of our teachesr accountable for having 
safe and healthy classrooms.  Each day they remind of us of the importance to maintain social 
distancing, wear masks, keep the windows open, and maintain cohorts.  

While Adams School looks very different without cozy corners and with desk shields, it operates 
with the same careful consideration of individual learners as it always has, and this is because 
of its teachers.  Heather, Tracy, Lindsey, Josh and Deletra work tirelessly.  They are consummate 
professionals who put the needs of children first.  They are supported by itinerate specialists 
Bill, Deb, Judy and Katrina.  When discussions about revising the yellow plan began, these 
people moved with gusto to support keeping all of the children in their current cohort and have 
all of the children attend school every day that the building was open.  Their reasoning was 
sound and convincing.  One teacher put it like this, “If the building isn’t safe for everyone, it 
isn’t safe for anyone.”  To that end the yellow plan was revised to allow all students to attend 
Adams each day that school was open.  We can do this safely because for the last 12 weeks 
teachers have worked cooperatively with the nursing staff to routinize behaviors such as hand 
sanitation, appropriate mask wearing, keeping a safe distance of six feet or more, and so much 
more.  

In speaking with hourly staff, their roles are clear, but it is important that I share with you my 
concerns about the reduction in hours for our bus driver and our educational technicians (ed 
techs).  Through no fault of their own, the designation of red leads to a severe reduction of 
their time and subsequent pay.  Each of these employees has signed a contract and is more 
than willing to fulfill their responsibilities.  In a red designation, however, it is not possible to 
fulfill all of their hours with new tasks.  Today I approved a plan for one ed tech to continue 
working her full hours by completing an independent study of the Corrective Reading Program, 
an offshoot of Orton-Gillingham.  This is to ensure that she can receive her full rate of pay.  I 
wish I could do something similar for Joyce.  She is absolutely dedicated to Adams School, and it 
would be a bitter loss if she had to take another position due to the pandemic and reduced 
hours.  Should we move into Red again, I hope that the board will reassess the unique situation 
of these three individuals.  



Respectfully submitted,

Sheila Irvine, Principal of Adams


